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Summary: "Historian Annette Atkins Presents a fresh understanding of how a complex and modern 
Minnesota came into being in Creating Minnesota. Each chapter of this innovative state history
focuses on a telling detail, a revealing incident, or a meaningful issue that illuminates a larger 
event, social trends, or politics during a period in our past." "A three-act play about 
Minnesota's statehood vividly depicts the competing Read more...
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Abstract:

Includes chapters which focuses on a telling detail, a revealing incident, or a meaningful issue that illuminates a larger event, social trends, or politics during a 
period in Minnesota's history. Read more...
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Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Be the first.

GoodReads Reviews (7)

Review from goodreads.com
by Rock  (GoodReads user published 2008-06-09 ) 

Gee this was a fun book to read. It appears that Mtv has also taken over non-fiction writing, as Mrs. Atkins has proven a deft mistress of the literary jump-
cut. This book uses a solid inch-think margin because just about every page has a side note that variably relates to the main text from fairly well to not-at-
all. In addition, this is a two-bookmark book, seeing as you'll need to turn to the endnotes for the meat of the read. Yes, you heard me, there are both side 
notes and end notes. But as much shit as I just flung, I stick by my introductory sentence: a fun (if insubstantial) way to learn about Minnesota history.

And no, I can't explain the subtitle.<a href="http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/23480046">more...</a>

Review from goodreads.com
by Andrea  (GoodReads user published 2009-02-01 ) 

I fell asleep twice while reading chapter 8. Probably not a good sign. Either I'm getting old or the book got a little wordy in the middle. Hopefully I'll stay 
awake for the rest of it.

Finally finished it. Interesting take on Minnesota history. Not the best MN book I've ever read, but it was okay.<a
href="http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/41248833">more...</a>

Review from goodreads.com
by Diana  (GoodReads user published 2009-04-15 ) 

Four stars as a textbook--I think that it would fit in perfectly in a Minnesota history class--Three stars as a book to sit and read--the more personal 
vignettes were engaging, but it is so fact-laden, it is hard to "lose" youself in it.

(OCoLC)608492238

Material Type: Biography, Internet resource

Document Type: Book, Internet Resource

All Authors / Contributors: Annette Atkins

Find more information about: Annette Atkins Go

ISBN: 9780873515962 087351596X

OCLC Number: 140101139

Description: xvi, 319 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.

Contents: Preface : The state I'm in --
1. The shape of water and the feel of trees : a South Dakotan in Minnesota --
2. Dancing the rice --
3. Campbell country --
4. Playing with the future --
5. One mixed-blood family looks for its place --
6. The war touched us all --
7. Not drawn to scale --
8. Making a living, making a life --
9. The Fairbrothers' Christmas --
10. Becoming better and becoming American --
11. The look of the 1920s --
12. Hanging on for dear life --
13. We never had enough sugar --
14. Style comes to Staples --
15. "The house that Hubert built" --
16. Walleye Quesadilla and the new Minnesota --
Timeline : dates tell a story, too --
Epilogue : synecdoche --
A word to the wise : thank you --
Notes --
Index.
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